Round Robin:

**GROUP A**

ANAIS, Irit (ISR)  
IZAGIOV, Bella (ISR)  
SWIRSKI, Shlomit (ISR)

SWIRSKI DEF. ANAIS 60 61  
SWIRSKI DEF. IZAGIOV 61 62  
ANAIS DEF. IZAGIOV 63 61

**GROUP B**

LUBICK, Viola (ISR)  
MILLNER, Jillian (ISR)  
WEISS, Debbie (ISR)

MILLNER DEF. WEISS 61 60  
MILLNER DEF. LUBICK 62 75  
LUBICK DEF. WEISS 62 60

**FINAL**

SWIRSKI DEF. MILLNER 61 62
ITF Seniors Circuit
MAIN DRAW

Week of City, Country Grade/Age Category Referee
Apr. 28 2008 Tel Aviv, Israel Women 50+ Michael Zur

Seeded players Replacing Draw date/time:
1 IDELMAN
2 MENDEL 17.4.08 18.30
3 HADAR
4 WEISS
5 REF
6
7
8

Seed Family Name First name Nationality 2nd Round Semifinals Final Winner
1 1 IDELMAN Ruth ISR IDELMAN
2 2 BYE IDELMAN
3 3 TESSLER Yehudit ISR IDELMAN
4 4 ATAR Adi ISR ATAR 61 60
5 5 SUSMAN Ilana ISR IDELMAN
6 6 BYE IDELMAN
7 7 BYE IDELMAN
8 8 HADAR Ditza ISR IDELMAN
9 9 WEISS Fanny ISR IDELMAN
10 10 BYE IDELMAN
11 11 ZAROM Zehava ISR IDELMAN
12 12 BYE IDELMAN
13 13 IZHAH Yoela ISR IDELMAN
14 14 AVIDOR Ilana ISR IDELMAN
15 15 BYE IDELMAN
16 2 MENDEL Bat Sheva IDELMAN